
Keeping Ground  
Forces Connected
Deployed ground teams require instantaneous access to secure, high data 
rate communications to ensure fast and effective decision-making. 

FlexMove for Government delivers ahead of competing solutions by providing 
superior data speeds, ease of use, pricing flexibility, enhanced security,  
and global coverage for ground forces. 

Performance
FlexMove delivers the high-performance 
connectivity required to meet 
simultaneous data, voice, and video 
needs with 6x greater capacity  
per beam than competitive offerings.

Service Implementation
Comms-On-the-Move (COTM) and 
ManPack offerings include antennas 
as small as 60cm, making them 
easy to transport. And they can be 
deployed in the field in minutes.

Coverage
FlexMove leverages the full Intelsat 
network of more than 50 satellites, 
including the Intelsat Epic high-
throughput satellite platform for  
multi-layered, worldwide coverage.

Price
FlexMove offers flexible and affordable 
pricing, including a pay-as-you-go plan 
designed to fit individual needs. Up to five 
users can share a single subscription and 
pool data across terminals.

Reliability
As the first fully managed, global  
Ku-band network, FlexMove enables 
access to always-on broadband 
capabilities to 90% of the world.  
And we’re there to help 24/7. 

Security
Enhanced anti-jamming capabilities 
ensure always-on connectivity, free of 
interference from hostile forces.

FlexMove At a Glance

60cm
Smaller receiving antennas mount  
easily to mobile platforms.

3hrs
Manpack units are capable of  
hours of transmit time.

10x
Improved data throughput with 
speeds up to 10 Mbps forward 
and 3 Mbps return.

6x
FlexMove offers 6x greater 
capacity overall than 
competitive offerings.

5mins
Deployment and connection can be 
completed quickly and easily. 

Put FlexMove to Work:
Border Control  |  Homeland Security  |  Disaster Recovery  |  C4ISR  |  Advanced Team Support

See what FlexMove can do for you. Contact our sales team today. 
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50+ wide and high-throughput 
spot beams deliver multi-
layered, resilient capacity. 

24/7 Secure Operations 
Center is there for users 
at any time.

Up to five users can share a 
single subscription and pool 
data across terminals.
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